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Abstract
Insulated Solar Electric Cookers (ISEC) use a chain of about 18 BYV10X 600P diodes which is
a new diode model from past ISEC devices. The past model is cylindrical in shape with the leads
coming from the top and bottom. The new BYV10X model is square in shape with both leads on
one of the edges. The diodes were tested under conditions modelling the inside of an ISEC
device to determine performance bounds. The manufacturer stated these diodes are rated for a
max average forward current of 10 amps. In two experiments the diodes reached up to 35 amps
before breaking while in air without thermal grounding. The diodes heat output seems to be
unaffected by increasing current once past about 15 amps. Without thermal “grounding”, the
max temperature was measured at 400 ℃. With appropriate placement of a 150℃ 10A thermal
switch diodes do not break under the conditions measured.
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Objective: Investigate how the BYV10X 600P 10 Amp diode performs in ISEC conditions and
if it is a viable diode to build with.
Background: As the cost of photovoltaic (PV) solar panels continues to decrease, Solar Electric
Cooking (SEC) will become increasingly cost competitive. We are developing Insulated Solar
Electric Cookers (ISEC)1 to reduce required power and the associated costs while adapting and
accommodating the technology to different community cooking practices. The goal is to develop
the appropriate cooking technology by the time the price of solar panels is low enough to make
ISEC the best cooking option.2
ISEC devices have mainly used 3A diodes (see specifications3 in Appendix B) and the
cylindrical geometry of which makes them difficult to thermally connect to the outside of pots.
The new diode in question, the “flat diode”, is easier to build with and would provide better
thermal connections to the outside of a pot if it performs well under the necessary conditions,
specification sheet4 is also found in Appendix A. The solar panels used to power ISEC’s in the
field are 100 W panels, although 150 W panels are also used. The cold voltage drop of the flat
diodes is about 1.2 volts. To provide adequate thermal distribution from the diodes to the pot we
would use about 15 of the flat diodes in a chain. Given,
𝑃 = 𝐼𝑉

(1)

the typical current through this chain would be 5.5 amps. This is well below the rated forward
current of 10 A. What is not on the specifications sheet is whether exceeding the current is what
kills the diode or overheating it. The cause of failure, and the behavior after failure are both key
to our understanding of these diodes and their useful limitations in future devices.
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A similar analysis on “round diode” failure has been done by Nick Adams.5 In the
investigation previously done on the earlier diodes used in ISEC it was found that diode failure
was generally due to temperatures and had no root causes from high current. The diodes used
were seen to go well past their rated current when fully immersed in water. It has been assumed
that the same characteristic belongs to the square diodes. They are assumed to perform well past
their rated current when fully immersed in water which clearly rules out current as a root cause
of failure. It was found that the diodes failed around 275℃. Even when they failed it was seen
that they were still able to run current but at much lower bias voltages.
Experiments: The capacitors in the flat diodes are square copper plates that have just about the
same surface area as the flat edge of the plastic casing. These copper plates are against the flat
side of the diode which was found by peeling away the black plastic casing. Implying that the
hottest part of these diodes may be the flat side since the copper capacitors producing the heat
are right next to the exterior of the flat side. Three thermocouples were placed on the ridged side,
Ridged Side (Thermocouple 1)

Diode-Lead Junction (Thermocouple 3)

Flat Side (Thermocouple 2)
(On the bottom, in the middle, can’t see from this angle)
Figure (1). Placement of Thermocouples

the lead junction, and the flat side of the diode as seen in figure (1). Without thermal grounding,
the temperatures under 7A are:
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Location

Temperature ℃

Ridged Side (Thermocouple 1)

40.4

Flat Side (Thermocouple 2)

58.5

Diode-Lead Junction (Thermocouple 3)

43.3

Table (1). Determining the Hottest Part of The Diode

The hottest part of the diode is the flat side, the closest to the copper plates inside. This
temperature increase is about 25% hotter than the 7 A temperature rise in round diodes at the
wire junction (the hottest part of round diodes).5
With the hottest part of the diode located, the current-temperature relationship of these
diodes was measured. Four diodes were soldered to each other via copper wire. The setup is seen
below in figure (2). Current ranging from 6 amps all the way to 20 amps was run through the
chain in the steps shown in Graph (1). Taking the current down to 0 amps shows if the diode has
failed or not since it is only apparent after the diode is cooled. Graph (1) shows the temperature
of these diodes below measured with individual thermocouples. The thermocouples began falling
off for each channel except channel 2. This is because they were being held on with a
combination of JB weld and gorilla tape. They fell off because the tape melted at high

Figure (2): Setup of 4 Diode Temperature Profile

Graph (1): Temperature of Four Diodes at 6-20 Amps
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temperatures. For channel 2, the thermocouple which seemed most connected, we see the
temperature curve level off as we get above 12.5 amps. At the rated current, 10 amps, the hottest
part of the diode reaches about 350℃. At about 6 amps (the max current of our 100W solar
panels), we see the temperature reach up to about 200℃. From this, further experiments must
have better thermocouple attachments and cannot include any tape, only cured JB weld provides
us with more precise temperature measurements and more robust attachments. The diode broke
after having 20A run through it as it reached 450℃. The temperature vs current of channel 2, the
second diode in the chain, is seen in Graph (2). The reason for breaking was undetermined here
since there was not adequate time allowed between the current trials. Although it is evident from
this experiment and the graph below that the diodes have more efficient thermal power
dispersion between 6 and 10A.

Graph (2): Current vs Temperature of Diode From 6-20 Amps
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In the next experiment 2 diodes were connected this time with a soldered copper wire
between them. The thermocouples were attached to the flat side with only JB weld this time as
shown below in Figure (3). Current ranging from 10 amps all the way to 35 amps was run
through the chain. The data is seen below in Graph (3). At about 1000 seconds, the solder begins
to melt at 25A. The solder begins to melt around 400℃. The temperature then plateaus for some

Figure (3): Setup of 2 Diode Death Test
V
,

Graph (3): Measurement of Temperature from 10 Amps to 35 Amps

unknown reason after the solder has completely melted. After the wire fell off, the second diode
was discarded and only the temperature of the first diode was recorded completely. The
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connection was restored, and power was restarted at 25A. The current was ramped up to 35A and
eventually the diode broke while reaching 424℃. It looked like a bright red spot glowing on the
ridged side of the diode and then current dropped to zero. After this, the voltage was turned
upwards of 40 V and then the diode lit on fire and then the power was cut.
Their performance over several hours at 10A needed to be measured after seeing the
diode perform well past 10A at temperatures almost 3 times what is needed to cook. 17 diodes
were soldered together and coated in JB weld as to not short through the cook pot. A thermal
switch was placed in series with the chain and placed in the middle of the base of the pot. The
KSD9700 thermal switch was set for 150℃ and rated for 10A. The diodes were placed on the
inside of the nest seen in figure (4), with the ridged side JB welded down leaving the hottest part

Figure (4): Longevity Test Setup

of the diode, the flat side, to come into contact with the cook pot when placed inside the nest. We
do understand that this is a bad design since the hot side should be JB-Welded directly to the
outside of the nest so that the heat is spread out as broadly as possible. One problem with this is
that if just one diode doesn’t make good thermal contact with the cook pot then it will get too hot
and break. The cook pot was left empty, and the temperatures of the diode and the switch are
seen below in Graph (4). The data shows the diodes heating up faster before the long period of
zero current and then it shows them heating up slower after the period. It is possible that the pot
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was much hotter than the diodes by this point (~160 minutes) so the switch remained open until
the pot cooled down (~280 minutes) enough for the diodes to become the main source of heat.
The slower heating of the diodes after this “slump” is unexplained. After 375 minutes (6.25

Diode
150℃ Switch

Graph (4): Watching 17 Chain at 10 Amps Switch on/off

hours), the chain stopped running current for some unknown reason and this is where the data
stops in Graph (4). This was not diagnosed since it was subsequently hooked up to another power
supply and acted as normal again. After 30 minutes the current dropped to zero and the chain
stopped working despite how cool the switch got, there is no data for this since it was only to
determine the working condition of the chain. Eventually it was diagnosed that there was
corrosion in the soldered junction between the copper wires and the tin-coated copper diode
leads. This is the focus of Matt Walker’s senior project.6 Regardless of the corrosion ruining the
chain this test implied that these diodes perform as expected for long periods of being on.
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Anomalous Diode Chain Discontinuity: Evident failures were either the current dropping to
zero or the diode lighting on fire. These experiments were unable to determine the root cause of
these failures at high temperatures/currents. The behavior of these diodes was unpredictable after
they initially failed. In the diagnosing of the failed diodes it was noticed that they behaved
unexpectedly. They were found to have both higher and lower voltage drops than the specified
1.2 Volts and were sometimes able to run current and sometimes not able to at all.
Conclusion: The BYV10X 600P diodes are robust through 400℃ and 35A. The difficulties
preventing more data collection were lead corrosion or the solder melting. The diodes root cause
of failure is the temperature burning components of the diode which begins to happen at 400℃.
Further experiments on the behavior of a failed diode should be done if these diodes are still
viable for ISEC devices. Unexpected heating and cooling of the diodes along with the switch
behavior as seen in Graph (4) should be further explored. Specifically, the behavior of the I-V
curve as well as defining of the forward bias voltage after failure.
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Appendix A: BYV10X 600P Diode Mouser Electronics Specification Sheet
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Appendix B: SB570 - SB5100 Diode Mouser Electronics Specification Sheet
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